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Learning is a life long process and learners keep on learning new things all the
time in the school‖ - Anonymous

To know the practical approach and working of science miracles School had arranged science exhibition in which students from Std 3rd to 10th participated. The
topics covered in science exhibition were health, nutrition, waste management,
agriculture and industry. Students chose the topic of their interest and with the
help of parents and under the guidance of science teachers they prepared models
which were based on their curriculum. All the models were displayed in the
school. Group of students explained about their respective models to the Parents.
Through this experience , students earned the confidence.

Exploring creativity
Creativity is inventing, experimenting, growing and having fun.— Mary Lou

To encourage overall development and to enhance the creativity of the children, School
had also organized an art and craft exhibition for the students. Themes based on best out of
waste, pot painting and decoration, cloth bag making, diya decoration and wall hanging
were exhibited. The topics which were covered in science exhibition and art exhibition were
related to day to day life. Students learnt how to use their knowledge in practical life. Students from std 1 and 2 made cloth bags and different useful things out of waste. All the parents appreciated the efforts taken by teachers and students.

Cleanliness and hygiene starts with you and me

Prevention is better than cure
An Evacuation drill was conducted in the school which was a great experience for the students. As it was
Evacuation drill so all the students, teachers, non-teaching staff participated and evacuated the school building
as soon as they heard the fire alarm and went out to an open space. Fire fighters instructed the students not to use
the lift as it is dangerous during the fire instead everyone should use the staircase.. Seniors students, teachers
should help primary and pre-primary students in case of emergency. The purpose of taking this Evacuation drill
was to get an idea about the precautions to be taken and protocols which should be followed at the time of
Evacuation when fire breaks out. This is how the school had done this activity smoothly and within the time. It
was a wonderful experience for our students as they learned new things like how to evacuate the school in case of
fire emergency .

Annual gathering
God gives talent. Work transforms talent into genius.– Anna Pavlova
City International school celebrated its Annual Day in the month of Jan.2016 for Pre-Primary , Primary
Section and Secondary section amidst great zest, vibrancies and elation. Honorable guests were Mrs.Vinita
Khaladkar and Mrs. Leena Bhonasle. Among the other dignitaries present were Shri Dattatrya Gaikwad , former Pune Mayor. The programme commenced with the lighting of the ceremonial lamp by the honourable guests
and the Principal Mrs. Shilpa Gujare . The Principal formally welcomed the eminent guests and introduced
them .
This was followed by invocations of the Gods and Goddesses through a Bharatnatyam dance. The tiny
tots presented a colourful spray of their talents by tapping their feet to the tunes of various songs from
China ,Spain and Africa. The school Choir group presented different songs which were mesmerizing. A Powerpoint presentation about all the activities conducted in the school, was also shown. This was followed by the Prize
Distribution ceremony where the Honourable guests gave away prizes to the academic and non- academic meritorious students of the school.
The programme followed with the beautiful performance of Dandiya and Kashmiri dance in the
traditional attire which was spellbinding. The synchronized foot tapping music of Bhangra enthralled the audience.

Tiny tots on the ground

Sports and games are very important for us. They keep us healthy and fit. They offer us a change
from the monotony of daily life. It is a useful means of entertainment and physical activity. Sports
and games help in character building. They give us energy and strength. Our Pre-primary Section
had Annual Sports Meet on 17th January 2016.
Different races were arranged for pre primary students like running, hopping, Collecting the
Balls, Getting Ready to School. All the children participated with full energy and enthusiasm. The
children gave their best performance in these events. All children enjoyed the sports day very
much. .

FUN ON GROUND
Flying starts from the ground. The more grounded you are the higher you fly. - J.R.Rim

Play is simple way of making fun for children. Outdoor games and indoor games are not only important for success in studies but it is important in every walk of life. They are a regular feature of
the school curriculum. It gives the necessary break from everyday regular schedule, students to go
to playground to play. Play is simple way of having fun for children, the spontaneous activity for
children where students can play, explore, enjoy with freedom. Sports are important through out
our life. Sports gives us mental and physical stability. To remain fit we need to keep our self active.
And sports and outdoor games are the best solution on it.

Festival of kites
Sankranti is a harvest festival celebrated in India. Sankranti is derived from the word 'Sankramana', meaning a
'change'. It is also called 'Makara Sankranti', as the Sun enters 'Makara Rasi' that day. It usually falls on 14th of January every year. The Sun starts its northward journey from the Tropic of Capricorn towards the Tropic of Cancer. This
journey is called 'Uttarayana', meaning northward march. It is a festival, when prayers and offerings are made to ancestors. It is celebrated in different ways in different parts of the country, as it is a harvest festival. It is a festival to
thank God for giving a good harvest.
Our Preprimary section celebrated Sankranti by making kites . Our children made different colourful kites of paper
and decorated it with glitter paper and decoration items.The children enjoyed the activity very much.

Saraswati pooja

Goddess Saraswati is the goddess of learning, wisdom, knowledge, fine arts, refinement, science and technology. People worship Goddess Saraswati to attain enlightenment through knowledge and to rid themselves of
lethargy, sluggishness and ignorance.Vasant Panchami is the Hindu festival that highlights the coming of
spring.'Vasant Panchami' (also called Basant Panchami) is celebrated in many regions like the Basant Festival of
Kites of the Punjab region; observance in Gurdwaras as a Sikh festival; the birthday of the Sun God in Bihar and a
harvest festival. In Uttarakhand, in addition to Saraswati Puja, people worship the mother earth and the crops or
agriculture. Worship involves people placing cowdung heaps in the fields. People eat sweet rice and wear yellow.
Our Pre Primary section also celebrated Basant Panchami. All the teachers and children wore yellow colour
dress. Saraswati Puja was performed by Principal mam along with the teachers and Pre Primary children.

IT’S TIME TO SAY GOOD BYE !
Every ending has a new beginning.

It was an incredible afternoon hosted and organized by class IX students to bid farewell for
class X students. This was to wish them for a great future. The programme commenced by lightening the lamp , proceeded by Saraswati Vandana . Our Principal conveyed her best wishes , followed by motivational speeches delivered by the class X teachers. Each one of them were honoured with beautiful wrist bands. A token of love was also presented in the form of a Diary with
the class photo on the front page . Students enjoyed the dance floor. Class X students reminisced
their fun filled days in the school and expressed how difficult it was for them to go out of the school
world . The farewell party was concluded with delicious lunch. Our best wishes will always be
there with them..

Club activities

GREEN Club
Our earth is home to different kinds of plants and animals. Plant and trees are very useful to us.
However, we are cutting down trees without planting more of them. As a result, the earth is no
longer as green and beautiful as it used to be.
IMPORTANCE OF TREES :- The roots of trees hold the soil and thus prevent soil erosion. Trees release water vapour in the atmosphere which helps in keeping the temperature cool where by rain
occurs. They release oxygen needed by living being. Trees are use for making furniture, paper,
houses etc.
HOW TO SAVE TREES :- We need to plant more trees than we cut down as planting trees in large
numbers is called afforestation.
We should not waste papers, but try to reuse it as much as possible . In India Van Mahotsav is celebrated for a week in the month of July every year. Use both sides of every piece of paper, if we have
a piece of paper that is printed on one side only, use the back for doing rough work.

SAvE PAPEr …….. SAvE TrEES !

Traffic club
Activity based on road safety and safer cycling was conducted in the school by the club teachers.
The students of Std IV were given information on the topic and then the teachers asked some questions to the students based on it. By this activity they understood the importance of road safety and
safer cycling. This created awareness among the students enhanced their knowledge. This was
quite exciting for the students and they became aware about it..

SPACE CLUB
Quiz was conducted by space club children of 8th std. Question were based
on constellation and solar system. 7th std students, came up with imaginative and creative ideas
on the topic ―DAY ON MOON ". News related to space were displayed . Student enjoyed reading latest updates regarding space. From ancient times people had some wrong perception regarding eclipses. There were a few restriction during solar eclipses. But due to more scientific
awareness people have understood the causes of eclipses. Students of std 6th displayed various
pictures on topics based on eclipse-myths and truths related with the solar and lunar eclipse.

CHARITY CLUB
― Your contribution can help achieve a solution ’’

As we all know, that there was havoc in Chennai due to the floods .Seeing the pathetic condition, of
Chennai our government and people came together to help out flood victims of Chennai . ―Charity
begins at home‖.As school is our second home, we at City International School , Aundh organized a
charity programme to help the victims of Chennai flood . In this programme, our school students as
well as teachers took active part to donate different items like clothes, utensils, shoes, food items etc.
These things were properly packed by the students, teachers as well as the helpers and they were
transported to its destination.
Children have a reputation for selfishness and self-centeredness. How can a father take the initiative and create an environment where children can learn the social art of gratitude? ―Give your
child a head start‖. At home parents too can inculcate the habit of giving and sharing in their child
so while ,giving things child should not think for a minute.
Like in our school children really took initiative to help the Chennai victims. Charity is an important aspect of moral values in our life. Through this children learn the value of sharing, caring and
helping the needy. Helping the needy is a noble act.

National science Olympiad -conducted by SOF

Vishwajit Misal Std 1
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Ishit Jain Std 3
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Abdurrahman Shaikh Std 4
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Shaunak Amin Std 2
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Pransh Patwa Std 3
Rank 2 Silver Medal

Abdullah Shaikh Std 3
Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Pratyush Asalkar Std 4

Tanish Kharbanda Std 4

Rank 2 Silver Medal

Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Soham Landge Std 5
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Parv Sheth Std 5
Rank 2 Silver Medal

Nilay Doshi Std 6
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Aditya Aparadh Std 6
Rank 2 Silver Medal

Pratham Sirmundi Std 5
Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Atharva Varpe Std 6
Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Kartavya Dikshit Std 7
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Shivam Maske Std 7
Rank 2 Silver Medal

Asmi Acharya Std 8
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Sakshi Gupta Std 8
Rank 2 Silver Medal

Gaurav Pande Std 9
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Himani Bhangale Std 9
Rank 2 SilverMedal

Akshar Tripathi Std 7
Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Harshad Deshmukh Std 8
Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Sahil Prabhune Std 9
Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Sidhved Warik Std 10
Rank 1 Gold Medal

International maths Olympiad-conducted by SOF

Vishwajit Misal Std 1

Riddhi Jaiswal Std 1

Niti Patil Std 1

Rank 1 Gold Medal

Rank 2 Silver Medal

Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Shaunak Amin Std 2
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Paarth Ghadge Std3
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Tanish Kharbanda Std 4
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Parv Sheth Std 5
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Nilay Doshi Std 6
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Shivam Maske Std 7
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Harsh Nikam Std 2
Rank 2 Silver Medal

Vidhi Sheth Std 2
Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Kinjal Ramnani Std 3
Rank 2 Silver Medal

Arhant Shinde Std 3
Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Abdurrahman Shaikh Std 4
Rank 2 Silver Medal

Pratush Asalkar Std 4
Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Tanvi Hegde Std 5

Soham Landge Std 5

Rank 2 Silver Medal

Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Aditya Aparadh Std 6
Rank 2 Silver Medal

Mrunendra Belhe Std 7
Rank 2 Silver Medal

Mrunal Patil Std 6
Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Akshar Tripathi Std 7
Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Sakshi Gupta Std 8

Atharva Nanavate Std 8
Rank 2 Silver Medal

Abhishek Dhaigude Std 8

Abhas Wasnik Std 9

Dhruv Thole Std 9

Raghav Dodla Std 9

Rank 1 Gold Medal

Rank 2 Silver Medal

Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Pratyusha Wagh Std 10
Rank 2 Silver Medal

Sidhved Warik Std 10

Rank 1 Gold Medal

Deepak Patil Std 10
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Rank 3 Bronze Medal

International English Olympiad -conducted by SOF

Prathamesh Sankpal Std 1 Reva SharmaStd 1
Rank 1 Gold Medal
Rank 3 GoldMedal

Shrushti Weginwar Std 2 Harsh Nikam Std 2
Rank 1 Gold Medal
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Kanak Deshpande Std 1
Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Sharvi Dakhole Std 1
Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Abdullah Shaikh Std 3
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Rishi Singh Std 3
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Prem Chandak Std 3
Rank 2 Silver Medal

Kartik Choupal Std 3
Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Tanish Kharbanda Std 4

Abdurrahman Shaikh

Pratyush Asalkar Std 4

Rank 1 Gold Medal

Std 4 Rank 2 Silver Medal

Rank 1 Bronze Medal

Parv Sheth Std 5
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Samruddhi JoshiStd 6
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Shambhavi Shivam Std 8
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Krutisha Kayasth Std 9
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Soham Landge Std 5
Rank 2 Silver Medal

Akshar TripathiStd 7
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Kartavya Dikshit Std 7
Rank 2 Silver Medal

Sakshi Gupta Std 8
Rank 2 Silver Medal

Taniya Manglani Std 9
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Abhas Wasnik Std 9
Rank 2 Silver Medal

Pratham Sirmundi Std 5
Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Maitreyee Bhalerao Std 7
Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Pranav Moghe Std 8
Rank 3 BronzeMedal

Neelanjana Das Std 9
Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Aditi Padiyar Std 10
Rank 1 Gold Medal

National cyber Olympiad-conducted by SOF

Harsh Nikam Std 3

Abdullah Shaikh Std 3

Rank 1 Gold Medal

Rank 1 Gold Medal

Tanish Kharbanda Std 4
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Himani Bhangale Std 9
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Parv Sheth Std 5
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Rishi Singh Std 3
Rank 2 Silver Medal

Omkar Mane Std 7
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Prem Chandak Std 3
Rank 3 Bronze Medal

Atharva Nanavate Std 8
Rank 1 Gold Medal

Karate competition

Karate begins and ends with courtesy - Ginchin Funakoshi
In today’s world it is important to learn karate to keep ourselves safe .Regardless, what gender you
are .Karate offers both Physical and Mental benefits .Karate not only teaches self – confidence but respect for
others and for oneself .Karate is a Martial art of Japanese origin. It involves learning several techniques by using
hands , legs , fingers, feet and palm like weapons . At the same time karate training offers many health benefits .
Karate is practiced as a good sport as well because it leads to competitions and tournament sparing etc. With
pride ,we are announcing that our children from City International school , Aundh won medals in the interschool karate competition .

NIE Newsmakers Meet
This year NIE newsmakers meet was held on 29 February 2016. One student from each school was
invited by NIE to participate in this conference and Ishika represented
CIS, Aundh .The topic was safety on roadside and safety measures to be
followed on roads..
Mrs. Sonali Rao the founder of ―Pune inspire‖ was present . Deputy Commisioner of police ( traffic) , Mr. Sarang Awad addressed the students . He
made them aware of issues that arise due to traffic in cities and at cross
roads . He aslo shared a presentation made by traffic police department . It
contained a lot of information at a glance . It depicted the leading causes
of accidents , safety rules for children , adults and the old aged people .
After Mr. Sarang’s Awad’s speech , the students were free to ask questions
related to the presentation and precautionary measures that could be
taken to reduce this menace . The students asked sensible and straight forward questions . The meet provided exposer of journalism to the students Ishika Kulkarni std X
and provided them guidance to become the change agents of Pune and
the nation. Pune is the third most dangerous city in the world according to the traffic survey conducted globally. So it is us, the Puneites who take the responsibility to make it safe for the pedestrians and the drivers. One must abide traffic rules as they are made for their safety itself.

CELA RESULTS
English plays an important role in our everyday life .There is a great utility of English in
modern world because English is most commonly spoken language in the world and it is an
official language in a large number of countries . To enhance the language skills of English
language , CELA (Cambridge English Language Assessment )Exams for different levels , were
conducted in the month of December,2015 for the students of C I S , Aundh . Thirty two Students appeared for different levels of CELA Exams. All of them got success and passed with
flying colours. Two Students of KET Level passed with Merit. One student of PET Level passed
with Distinction. Many students of YLE Level (Starters, Movers ,Flyers ) got excellence in the skills of language which were tested during the Exams, which
proves that these students can use English in daily situations fluently.
CONGRATULATIONS to all of them.

Kavita Siyan

test your brain
Q 1. What title was given to the rulers of ancient Egypt ?
Q 2. What is the name of the hero in film ―The lion King‖ ?
Q 3. What is the name of the vehicle in which Scooby Doo and his friends travel ?
Q 4. From which tree do we get acorns ?
Q 5. Which is the only vowel not present on the first row of computer keyboard ?
Q6. Who was the author of famous book ―Alice’s Adventure in Wonderland‖
Q 7. Feline means relating to which animal ?
Q 8. Which animal lives in lodge and is notable for gnawing trees ?
Q 9. Which sea separates Europe from Africa ?
Q 10. What name is given to the collection of 22 bones on head ?
Q 11. In photography what sort of lens enables a speedy transition from long shot to close ups ?
Q 12. What turns red in acid and blue in alkali ?
Q 13. What is the term for when the moon passes between the earth and the sun , blocking out light from the
latter ?
Q 14. Which sports takes place in velodrome ?
Q 15. Which chess piece can only move diagonally ?
Q 16. In which country are the holy cities of Mecca and Medina ?
Q 17. In which mountain range is Mount Everest ?
Q 18. Which are the only two countries to have a land border with US ?
Q 19. Which is only bascule bridge in London whose roads can be raised from either side to allow ships
through ?
Q20.Which country won the South Asian football Federation cup (SAFF) in
January 2016?

16) Saudi Arabia 17) The Himalayas 18)Canada and Mexico 19) Tower bridge 20)India
11) A Zoom lens 12) litmus paper 13) A solar eclipse 14) cycling 15)The Bishop
6) Lewis Carroll 7) Cat 8) Beavers 9) The Mediterranean 10) The skull
Answers : 1) Pharaoh 2) Simba 3) The mystery machine 4) The Oak 5) A
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